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The 5 Steps of Transformational Coaching Method 
 
1. Step Back 
 
Get distance between the client and their programming. You’re programming 
is the map you were given at a very early age about how the world works. We 
each make meaning out of what we were given. Since you were a kid, you 
made decisions about yourself and the world. Often we are just too 
emotionally charged to look at a challenge constructively. If we simply step 
back we can gain a fresh perspective. 
 
2. Let Go 
 
Transformation is a continual process of letting go. This step is all about 
giving you a way to release old beliefs and create new ones. 
 
3. Say Yes 
 
Anchoring new beliefs that reflect your true self now. Once we let go of the 
dysfunctional beliefs that no longer serve us, we get to choose what we want 
to believe. This is where we get to decide what’s true about you, your life and 
your world now – at this stage of your evolution. 
 
4. Take Empowered Action 
 
What is your “come from” when you take action? In other words, who are you 
being? Are you taking action or no action out of fear? Most people don’t go 
after what they really want because of fear. This is disempowering.  
 
When you make decisions who are you being? DECISION is the ultimate 
power. When you make decisions where are you coming from? Where are you 
responding from? Are you coming from a place of love, courage and truth OR 
shame, blame, fear and victim-hood? 
 
This is so important! You cannot make good decisions from a place of fear or 
victimhood. When you do, there’s something you are settling for because you 
have a belief that you don’t deserve, can’t have, or don’t get to have what you 
truly want. Fear is truth on pause. Empowered action is authentic truth in 
motion. 
 
5. Set Up Accountability 
 
To make success inevitable you must have support and you must have 
stretch. What are the conditions that set you up for inevitable success? 


